DON'T COMPLAIN

April 4 FEEL MARV APRIL NEGATIVE DON'T COMPLAIN GIVE A PARTY ONE MORE MIRACLE*not your party* NO MILK Walked in last night after sensitive inviting Jerry Rothenberg to have a party here GO HOME after his reading LOOK FOR CLUES ONE MORE BOOK go to a convention one more bookcase or one more book Got an invitation to a party from IRIS so maybe GIVE A PARTY applied TO IRIS GIVE ANOTHER Trying to get in touch with Champagne to predicate no luck CALL PHIL his phone is busy CALL BACK its still busy ask the phone if it has the loft address NOT INFORMATION it says GIF Where is my T GET OFF NOT WITH ME GET FAR OUT

Kathy said she felt like she was prostituting herself and she dreamt about our dream follow the leader she didn’t want to follow the leader she was supposed to drink coffee *fem* we exchanged dreams ANGRY Who is that? For the party Jerry brought corn beef, Ballantine ale, his poems had SURVIVE and COWBOY INTE ONE MORE Didn’t *dondt forget* mention survive but every once STOP COLUMBINE says the phone ONE MORE HOUR COLUMBINE at TWO I awoke that word is so unfamiliar can’t even spell it at one, two o’clock IT’S RAJA HAPPENIN Who is cumbine? 411? 46 says the typewriter CALL JO ANN in donuts GO THURSDAYS Thrus aft Jo Ann isn’t home PAPER says the phone in a medium size GO in donuts over the phone PHIL that really kills donuts PAPER FOOD NOT PHIL Forgot the real clue, it said JO ANN on forehead in quilt color hurry and the crazy quilt DO NUT oh I’m a nut I eat donuts you believe The corner of the quilt is hanging loose and has reach Charlemagne bed to be nailed Anything not neat or clean is negative Keep house go to grief TRYING to OUT ask forgiven to read the underlines SAVE SHORTS tell him about Jerry being here no luck what did Ellen say? CH It’s power can’t find someone’s crazy house address got the wrong one for coming make a list Rhys is company, coming, complicated, CONFI and no angel one more don’t recollect another word FUN not alright ALL give credit Blue Angel big ding a thing this is a period para TUESDAY it feels different INSURANCE popped off my YOUR forehead yesterday and a tiny you got a bad break weak in chest color appeared on the floor, maple chest HOW TO FIND A NY YES insurance agent YELL Does LOW INCOME mean pay taxes? NOT NOW Call 411, get 4 different need broker pay junk make it fun

Sis your insurance
call Charlemagne
Victor records Vito Acconci appears over Victor records
April Fool  BRAVE GIRL

JANA  A lot of FAVORITE skipping around today NOT LOUD what to do getting ready to leave COLORFUL doesn’t like your t shirt oh hannah the spacing on the typewriter big improvement shit isn’t working leave Go before Friday 3 mos GO WEAR A WOLLEN SHIRT LISTEN this is crazy Rhys is going to Hatha Yoga class at 6, is that GO AT 6 wrong charlemagne thought you were supposed NO NO FUN to call happiness eat with Jana crazy page confused day sit still supposed too eager get the message go to 3rd St NOW tired GO HANNAH the loft RHYS IS COMING Rhys is conflict go at 6 olock home for ten peaceful days with a present of GOD INTENTIONS sore throat SHE had bad through these GO GO SOON DONUT and then LEAVE outside which used to be an opposite YOU WORRY A LOT Thought the solution to PALESTINE was to good grief find Jerry handkerchief SIC or HIS PARTY HAVE A PARTY GO OMIT GO Breakfast, no didn’t YES fast GO OUT Rhys after it said GO SOON why won’t it let you GET OUT OF HERE see half the letters crazy It’s 6 olock SEE DANGER RAIN COMING TAKE AN UMBRELLA Red GO NOW at the door A lot of Rhys around here wonder if he’ll call wrong direction RHYS sure would like to eat with someone or GOT TO CONN Call WAKEUP Jana she’s fasting can’t eat with her, day in conflict, horse she’s having a party WHO Jana Fisher SEE NOW DO NOT HAVE A PARTY without fell off horse NO DEPOSIT see Nijole’s name in air while talking to Jana EAT OUT well there’s either tunafish prego or frozen steak or shopping with Charlemagne telephone SCRAMBLED EGGS Nijole calls, we’re going out to eat a brace your supper GO TO THE GALLOPING GOURMENT YOU OMIT TRYS NO BALLROOM CHILDREN CALL JOANNE it’s Zachary’s birthday, see outline of a child in the living room while puzzle talking to Joanne WHY ARAKAWA Out with Nijole, a funny feeling about spelled wrong the Gourmet, didn’t want to go there UNDERSTAND APRIL, it’s closed, EAT AT SPRING, come home GO TO THE BATHROOM, he calls says the LOOKS toilet seat cover Who is pronoun? Charming in white across ¼ of the MARCH bowl HERE PUSSY CAT don’t omit Nijole BRA IN THE BED An upside down day Rhys didn’t you didn’t Malcolm here PUSS DO IT NOW sleepy crazy day wouldn’t COME mon So why secure FATHER DIES GO TO BED JASON EPSTEIN at right angles to the typewriter at Random House whehe TOO HOT call Nijole not in the phone says eat FOR CORDUROY’s Didn’t take the umbrella BED it’s negative raining the next day Call Jim TOO LATE says the phone in the thin black outline, hang up DANGER IN MAY